Negative transcriptional regulation mediated by thyroid hormone response element 144 requires binding of the multivalent factor CTCF to a novel target DNA sequence.
DNA target sites for a "multivalent" 11-zinc-finger CCTC-binding factor (CTCF) are unusually long ( approximately 50 base pairs) and remarkably different. In conjunction with the thyroid receptor (TR), CTCF binding to the lysozyme gene transcriptional silencer mediates the thyroid hormone response element (TRE)-dependent transcriptional repression. We tested whether other TREs, which in addition to the presence of a TR binding site require neighboring sequences for transcriptional function, might also contain a previously unrecognized binding site(s) for CTCF. One such candidate DNA region, previously isolated by Bigler and Eisenman (Bigler, J., and Eisenman, R. N. (1995) EMBO J. 14, 5710-5723), is the TRE-containing genomic element 144. We have identified a new CTCF target sequence that is adjacent to the TR binding site within the 144 fragment. Comparison of CTCF recognition nucleotides in the lysozyme silencer and in the 144 sequences revealed both similarities and differences. Several C-terminal CTCF zinc fingers contribute differently to binding each of these sequences. Mutations that eliminate CTCF binding impair 144-mediated negative transcriptional regulation. Thus, the 144 element provides an additional example of a functionally significant composite "TRE plus CTCF binding site" regulatory element suggesting an important role for CTCF in cooperation with the steroid/thyroid superfamily of nuclear receptors to mediate TRE-dependent transcriptional repression.